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Continuation of Box No. Ill - Observations where unity of invention is lacking

Group I: is directed to a medical blood access system used for hemodialysis treatment to enable blood withdrawal for processing of
blood by an external apparatus and return the same blood to a patient, comprising an interfacial fluid conduit between the machine and
patient's blood supply which is repeatedly connectable along a guided pathway passing through epidermis and subcutaneous tissue via
a naturally formed tissue tract to enter blood space, providing improved patient safely, convenience, effective prophylaxis, without
bleeding or tissue trauma or pain, and is executable by the patient to precisely connect and disconnect with minimal disfigurement or life
restrictions, and is useable on virtually all patients soon after placement and is robust and safe to high blood flow.

Group II: is directed to tools for initiating tissue tract formation to facilitate best alignment and fixation with a port aperture during surgical
port placement, comprising: a piercing tool which is used in conjunction with the port to establish precise alignment; and a "foreign body"
tool which provides surface and establishes position within subcutaneous tissue to effect a tissue tract formation conjoined with the
membrane capsule forming around the port under full visual access and allowing port position adjustment if necessary while the patient
is somewhat less alert and to enable a contiguous conjoined membrane encapsulation with the port.

Group III: is directed to a method for surgically inducing tissue tract formation, comprising: a. determining patient preferences for
accessing and vascular conditions; b. inserting a catheter using the Seldinger technique using usual practice and establish the correct
position of the catheter tip in the right atrium using an imaging technique; c. testing flow patency during instillation and withdrawal of
fluid, and fixing the catheter near the insertion site of vessel; d. creating a pocket for the port, and verifying size; e. creating a tunnel from
the insertion site of the catheter to the pocket; f . inserting a piercing tool, retrograde, through the integral port tubes which are the
catheter attachment points and pushing the piercing tool so as to enter the port passage and penetrate the port's septum but not exit the
other end of the port passage; g. positioning the port in the pocket and suturing the port to the underlying fascia using the suture sites
integral with the port housing; h. positioning skin and subcutaneous tissue which is wide open into a position it will take after pocket
closure and restrain the skin and subcutaneous tissue with temporary means; i. continuing insertion of the piercing tool such that it exits
the port and advances through the subcutaneous tissue in a line projected from the port's entrance aperture and penetrates the
epidermis and protrudes from the skin; j . removing the piercing tool and inserting the "foreign body" platform tool along the pierced path
just created and passing the probe end of the tool into the port's aperture as completely allowed; k. positioning the wings of the tool such
that the flat surface is in the orientation, with minimal tensile stress, in the local subcutaneous tissue (i.e., in position to minimize the
opening tendency of the tract); I. cutting the catheter to correct length and attaching the catheter to the port body; m. fixing the tool
temporarily in this position outside the body; n. closing the pocket; o. removing the "foreign body" tool and flushing the port/catheter with
antimicrobial lock solution; p. replacing the "foreign body" tool and fixing it in place and applying an antimicrobial dressing; and q.
maintaining in a clean condition for approximately 1 week to allow for the tissue tract formation if hemodialysis is required sooner, repeat
steps o. and n. to allow for needle coupling with the port to provide access for hemodialysis treatment and subsequently reinsert the tool
to enable fuller tract formation.

Group IV: is directed to a subcutaneous hemodialysis port comprising a septum comprising an opening, the septum being held in the
port under compression so as to normally close off the opening.

Group V: is directed to a subcutaneous hemodialysis port comprising a tissue anchor formed around an opening in the port, the tissue
anchor comprising means for anchoring one end of a tissue tract to the port so that the tissue tract is aligned with the opening.

Group VI: is directed to a subcutaneous hemodialysis port comprising means for releasably locking a hemodialysis needle to the port.

Group VII: is directed to a construct comprising a port implanted in a body beneath the surface of the skin, the port being connected to
the interior of a vascular structure by a catheter and the port being connected to the surface of the skin by a tissue tract, with a septum
being interposed between the catheter and the tissue tract, wherein the septum is selectively penetrable.

The inventions listed as Groups l-VII do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

Groups ll-VII lack unity of invention, because even though the inventions of these groups require the technical feature of a hemodialysis
system comprising a port, this technical feature is not a special technical feature as it does not make a contribution over the prior art in
view of US 4,892,518 A to Cupp et al., which discloses a a hemodialysis system comprising a port (col 1, 38-40).

Groups III, IV, and VII lack unity of invention, because even though the inventions of these groups require the technical feature of a
hemodialysis system comprising a catheter, a septum, and a needle, thess technical features are not special technical features as they
do not make a contribution over the prior art in view of US 4,892,518 A to Cupp et al., which discloses a a hemodialysis system
comprising a catheter (col 1, In 45-59), a septum, and a needle (col 2, In 9-14).

Further, Group I includes the technical feature of a guided pathway passing through epidermis and subcutaneous tissue via a naturally
formed tissue tract, not found in the other claim groups.

Groups l-VII, therefore, lack unity under PCT Rule 13 because they do not share a same or corresponding special technical feature.
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